
Defending Faith 
Lesson 1: Scripture From Then to Now 

 

Introduction - Why are we doing this? 
 

Apologetics: apologia – to give an account or make a defense 

 

Faith Base on Foundational Knowledge - Biblical Examples 

 

Jesus and John the Baptist  - Matthew 11:2-5, Luke 7:18-23 

Jesus and the Jews - John 10:22-26 

Peter - Acts 2 

Peter - Acts 3  

Stephen - Acts 7 

Paul - Acts 9:22 

Paul - Acts 13 

Paul - Acts 17:1-3, 17:17, 18:4, 18:19 

Bereans - Acts 17:11 

 

Summary: 

  Our faith is reasonable, provable and explainable 

  We are thoughtful and rational beings who respond to evidence.  

  An active, growing faith will ask questions and find answers 

 

Lesson: Are the scriptures we read today the same words that the 

original authors wrote? 

 



 
 

 



Criticism #1 

 

The Bible has been corrupted over the centuries; we just can’t be sure we have 

anything remotely resembling what was first written down. 

 

When assessing historical documents, the following criteria are significant: 

 

•  How many documents are there? 

 

 New Testament: 

5,600 in Greek 

10,000 in Latin 

5,000 in other languages 

 

Julius Caesar = 8 – 10 

Aristotle = 5 

 

• How close to the original writing is the earliest manuscript? 

 

New Testament = less than 100 years (40 years for the Gospel of John) 

Old Testament = Dead Sea Scrolls 

 Julius Caesar = 900 years 

 Aristotle = 1,400 years 

 

• Are the documents in agreement? 

 

Although no two MSS are identical, the New Testament MSS contain less than 

1% variance (according to manuscript scholar Daniel Wallace) 

  word order 

  articles 

  spelling 

 

With regard to the Old Testament, the consistency in the various historical 

documents (both across time periods and versions) exhibits remarkable 

agreement. 

 

 Are there corroborating documents? 

 

The New Testament could be almost completely reconstructed from the writings 

of the early church fathers. 

 

For the Old Testament, the Septuagint, Syriac and Samaritan translations support 

a remarkably accurate copyist tradition 

 



Criticism #2 

 

The New Testament accounts were developed centuries later when the facts could not 

be verified. 

 

If you were “inventing” Christianity four hundred years after the fact, who would you 

have writing the Gospels? 

•  Matthew, the tax collector? 

•  Mark, the deserter? 

•  Luke, the companion of Paul? 

 

If you were “inventing” Christianity four hundred years after the fact, how would you 

characterize Christ’s followers? 

•  Peter denying Christ? 

•  The disciples not “getting it”? 

•  Jesus hanging out with sinners and tax collectors? 

 

The theory is not supported paleographically, archealogoically, or historically 

 

Criticism #3 

 

The New Testament accounts were fabricated by Jesus’ followers. 

 

• No first century questioning of the facts 

• All of the disciples / apostles, except for John, experienced a martyrs death 

• None of the disciples / apostles benefited materially from their faith 

 

Criticism #4 

 

The canon of the scriptures was decided 400 years after the birth of Christ by a vote of 

men 

 

Council at Carthage AD 397 

•  Accepted the existing canon 

•  Same canon that had been established early in the second century (100 – 200 

AD) 

•  No additions or deletions 

•  NT books were those accepted by apostolic approval 

 



Criticism #5 

 

How can we trust a book that has so many “versions” and “translations”? 

 

Differences in translations occur for two main reasons: 

 

•  Hebrew / Greek source documents chosen 

 

Remember – there is overwhelming agreement among the MSS and very few 

differences are doctrinal 

 

•  Theory of translation used 

 

Literal (formal equivalence) v. functional equivalence v. free translation 

(paraphrase) 

 

Questions for further consideration: 

 

 If the Bible is truly God's Word, why did he not insure that it was preserved 

perfectly and without even the slightest indication of error? 

 Why are there four Gospels?  Why is there not simply one biography of Jesus? 

 Why does there seem to be conflict and contradiction in various parts of the 

Bible? 

 Why are some of the other ancient writings that describe Jesus not included in the 

canon? 
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